Abstract This paper focuses on protocols for human/smartcard interaction which allow the user to authorise individual smartcard transactions, whilst not sacri cing useability o r s e c u r i t y.
INTRODUCTION
It is a signi cant c hallenge to engineer systems | particularly portable devices | that are both secure and user-friendly. Users desire both traits, but these traits tend to con ict with one another since the addition of any k i n d o f i n teractive security protocol between the user and the portable device introduces inconvenience for the user. This paper investigates protocols for human/smartcard interaction which allow the user to authorise individual smartcard transactions, whilst not sacri cing useability or security. The main idea is to transform the useability/security tradeo into a computational complexity/security tradeo via the use of sessional authentication and the use of some existing identi cation protocols.
SESSIONAL AUTHENTICATION
In a database, transactions are atomic such that either all of the operations in each transaction are re ected properly in the database, or none are. In such situations, it is both feasible and necessary to authenticate every transaction. Conversely, in the situation where a user is entering data at a computer terminal, every keystroke constitutes a transaction, yet it would beabsurd to authenticate every keystroke. Thus, the assumption is made that after a user logs in, then it is the same user who is in fact pressing the keys until such time as the user chooses to log out. The authentication lasts for a session, and it is the user who decides the length of the session.
This approach forms the basis a more useable system for authorising smartcard-based transactions. The user initiates a session with the smartcard, such that the smartcard will have authorisation to complete transactions for the duration of the session.
We want to sustain security for the session, and hence we introduce a secondary device which will act as the user's authentication proxy for the duration of the session.
THINGS WE AVOID, AND WHY WE AVOID THEM
The interactive security procedures that have been used to authenticate transactions in the past relied on the user performing some kind of interactive protocol with the smartcard. Typically, these involved keying in a PIN, password, or else used a biometric. We argue that passwords are inappropriate and cumbersome, whilst biometrics inherently possess undesirable side-e ects.
Passwords. Neither passwords nor PINs are an ideal solution not only are they a weak identi cation measure, they are frequently misused.
Klein showed that, using a dictionary of 62,727 words, he was able to crack 24.2% of passwords in a typical UNIX password le (Klein, 1990) . Additionally, in a portable wallet, passwords are cumbersome to enter. Users, their ingenuity often underestimated by d e v elopers, would be likely to nd a method of subverting the irritating and continual authentication checks.
Kahn argued that during World War I, the Russians su ered some crushing defeats due to their soldiers reverting to a simple cipher system when they found their o cial cipher too hard to use (Kahn, 1967) . The analogous situation with PIN numbers is that users who nd a plethora of PINs too di cult to remember often weaken PIN security. For instance, using the same PIN for many di erent applications, choosing trivial PINs (such as`1111' or`1234'), basing the number on a personal fact like a birthday (14th of Novemberbecomes`1411') or else, on the advice of the banks, basing the number on a four letter word (since PINs are commonly four digits long) 1 . Passwords are even more cumbersome to enter into a small device and su er a similar range of problems.
This kind of security fault, whereby users unwittingly weaken a theoretically secure system, ows directly from pooruseability aspects of PIN authentication systems. Formal security standards such as ITSEC \dehumanise" protocols in that they assume protocols are rigorously followed. For example, a protocol might specify that for choosing a pin p, p 2 R Z : 0 0 0 0 p 9999, whereas a human may not bequite so`random' in their selection of PIN. Anderson argued that the failure of many real-world cryptosystems can betracedto this kind of aw (Anderson, 1993) .
Both PINs and passwords su er from the fact that an attacker may learn the secret by observation.
But perhaps the biggest problem with PINs and especially passwords is that they are awkward to enter into a small, portable device. On a dark and stormy night, a user trying to pay his ferry fare home by tapping a pin into a small device may nd himself with his short-circuited smartcard spluttering in a puddle, the ferry disappearing into the gloam and only a three-headed dog for company. The protocol, whilst theoretically sound, failed to anticipate some of the broader human and environmental conditions under which i t w as to be performed.
Biometrics.
A more e ective method might be to integrate a biometric authentication device, such as a ngerprint scanner, into the smartcard. The smartcard would not perform a transaction unless a valid ngerprint w as scanned.
A concern with such a scheme is that users may feel uncomfortable storing a biometric (which m a n y regard as something that makes them uniquely`them') on a computer. Especially on a portable computer which w ould be a target for theft, users feel that if a thief was to steal their`identity', then they could masquerade as the user | theoretically forever | since there is no way t o r e v oke a biometric.
PARASITIC AUTHENTICATION
We describe a system whereby we give the user the ability to temporarily delegate their responsibility f o r authorising a transaction to a small and portable secondary device which i s c a r r i e d and concealed by the user.
Provided the smartcard is able to communicate with the secondary device and verify that it is still the same device that was used to begin the session, then the smartcard may assume that this constitutes the necessary authorisation to complete a transaction.
We thus rely on the continuing proximity of the secondary device to the smartcard as the source of authentication. We use existing identi cation protocols to ensure that the smartcard is not confused (or spoofed) by secondary devices that do not belong to the owner of the smartcard.
The smartcard can be regarded as a parasite, feeding o the smaller device for authentication (see gure 1 and gure 2).
BENEFITS
Such a system o ers two major bene ts:
Useability. The user no longer has to enter a password, PIN or perform any other kind of interactive security procedure with the smartcard in order to authorise each transaction. Whilst the session is sustained, the interactive security is performed on the user's behalf by the secondary device.
Security. The user does not have to store a biometric, and the user is still protected against loss of the smartcard. In order for security to be compromised, the user must lose both the smartcard and the secondary device simultaneously.
If the chances of losing your smartcard are p, then since the secondary device is supposed to be small and concealable (for example, in an earring or button), and provided sensible precautions are taken (such as not gluing the secondary device to the smartcard), Figure 1 A parasitic eWallet (red glow, in user's hand) feeding o a smaller host device (blue glow, in button and/or earring) for identi cation the probability o f losing the secondary device should be q, where q < p. We argue that q < p because the secondary device need n o t b e o p e r a t e d for the duration of the session (which i s l i k ely to bea day), and should be similar to an item of apparel | like an earring | that is not removed for the entire day. If these precautions are taken, then the chance of losing both the smartcard and the secondary device simultaneously should be less than p 2 .
SECONDARY DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
We e n visage the following requirements for the secondary device:
Miniature. The secondary device must be small enough to be unobtrusive, and can behidden somewhere in the user's clothing ( i n a n i n s i d e p o c ket, shoe, underwear, earring, etc.).
Self-powered. The authentication device must carry enough power (or be able to draw p o wer from an energising electric eld) so that it can function for extended periods of time away from a power source. In recent years, battery technology advanced remarkably, the most apparent evidence being the extended battery life of tiny mobile phones.
Disposable. Loss of the authentication device should not be a major catastrophe. At worst, loss of both the smartcard and the secondary device would mean a window o f time in which a user's smartcard was vulnerable to abuse. No information that an attacker might nd useful beyond the duration of the session | such as biometric information | would be stored on the authentication device. Clearly, i t would also behighly advantageous for the secondary device to be cheap.
Wireless. In order to keep the secondary device hidden, and to not inconvenience the user, it must communicate wirelessly.
COMPARISONS
The idea of Parasitic Authentication is partly an evolution of ordinary wireless authentication which has been employed in access-control mechanisms. However, there are signi cant di erences: Parasitic Authentication has been designed with low p o wer and portability in mind in most traditional wireless authentication mechanisms, the device doing the authentication is immobile.
The service which the Parasitic Authentication system provides also di ers from that expected from access control systems. The primary responsibility of access-control systems is to prevent unauthorised access. A secondary consideration is to provide the service level appropriate to the authentication level of the individual. In the case of Parasitic Authentication, the normal mode of operation is not to challenge the access right, but to con rm authentication in a symbiotic relationship.
ENDING THE SESSION
There are several ways for a session to end the smartcard could end the session itself after a certain time period has elapsed alternatively, i f the smartcard was being used as an eWallet, the smartcard might end the session after a certain amount of money was spent, thereby capping the possible losses. Another option might be for the user to end the session themselves by using a`panic' button. Choosing more conservative w ays to end the session better protects the user in the event that both the eWallet and the secondary device were lost simultaneously, but decreases useability (since the user must begin a new session to resume use of the eWallet).
TRADEOFFS
There are certain engineering tradeo s in the design of the authentication device which w e will discuss in section 3. As the computational power of the device increases, it can perform increasingly sophisticated identi cation routines. However, it also becomes more complex, needs more power, and correspondingly becomes less portable and user-friendly (see Figure 3) .
Realistically, h o wever, we reach a limit where the authentication device has enough computational power to satisfy the initial design goals, beyond which additional complexity does not o er signi cantly increased security.
SYSTEMS
We o er several systems which are suitable for transponders of possessing certain levels of computational power. The rst is for a transponder that is completely passive and can only return a`serial number'.
The second is for a transponder that has extremely little computational ability, but can store a numberofvalues, and subsequently retrieve and transmit them. The third is for a host that, as well as the capabilities above, can compute a one-way hash function and the last is for a transponder that can perform modular arithmetic.
In our examples, we will assume that the smartcard is functioning as an electronic wallet (eWallet). This is a most appropriate application for demonstrating our protocols. The CAFE survey found that eWallet users demand protection against theft in their eWallets (et al, 1994) , and the Nikkei surveys showed that users found the security built into eWallets to becumbersome and not user-friendly (nikkei, 1998 nikkei, 1999) .
FOUNDATIONS
Poly-random collections. Some of the systems we propose both assume and require the existence of one-way functions. Poly-random collections from long bit-strings to short bit-strings constitute very good hash functions (Goldreich et al., 1986) , but in order to ease interoperability and implementation, we suggest using the SHA-1 hash function which maps an string of arbitrary length to a 160-bit string f0 1g k ! f 0 1g 160 .
We will assume the existence of a one-way, polynomial time computable hash function which w e will refer to as H.
Schnorr identi cation protocol. The most computationally intense system we o er here utilises an identi cation protocol. We have selected Schnorr because of the small computation and communication overhead it introduces, but it could easily be substituted for a similar scheme such as Fiat-Shamir (Fiat and Shamir, 1987) or GuillouQuisquater (Guillou and Quisquater, 1988) , depending on exact requirements.
SYSTEM 1: A PASSIVE, RFID-TYPE TRANSPONDER
Here we propose using a multi-bit transponder as the host. Although not sophisticated cryptographically, this system should o er the equivalent security of passwords, be inexpensive and should e ectively protect the user from their wallet being abused if they misplace it.
Transponder technology. Transponders were originally electronic circuits that were attached to some item whose position or presence was to be determined. The transponder functioned by replying to an interrogation request received from an interrogator, either by returning some data from the transponder, such as an identity code or the value of a measurement, or by returning the original properties of the signal received from the interrogator with virtually zero time delay, thereby allowing ranging measurements based on time of ight. As the interrogation signal is generally very powerful, and the returned signal is relatively weak, the returned signal would be swamped in the presence of the interrogation signal.
The function of the transponder was therefore to separate the returned signal from the interrogation signal so that bothcould bedetected simultaneously without one swamping the other.
RFID stands for radio frequency identi cation. It is a widely varied collection of technologies for various applications, ranging from the high speed reading of railway containers to applications in retail. It can be regarded as a potential successor to the barcoding technologies in use today. RFID is based around radio or electromagnetic propagation, providing the capability to read a hidden tag.
Commonly available tags have an operating frequency in the range from 60 kHz to 5.8 GHz depending on application.
Three common types of technologies being implemented are:
Magnetic based RFID technologies
EAS based technologies
Electric eld based RFID technologies However, the properties we require from RFID for our rst system are that the transponder bepassive (have no power source of its own) and multi-bit. Multi-bit transponders di er from familiar single-bit antishoplifting transponders since they can indicate not only their presence, but also a serial number.
It so happens that the electric eld transponders have the characteristics we require: the invention of the backscatter modulation principle at Lawrence Livermore Laboratories in the 1960s and the skills of semiconductor designers to shrink all features into cheap integrated circuits, has meant that electric eld type tags in a read only mode can be made extremely cheaply, most probably for less than 10 US cents in high volume. Such a tag would be passive, have no onboard tuned circuits, be read only, consist of a single integrated circuit and a simple antenna, would operate at any of a range of frequencies, betemperature insensitive, and would broadcast a large data value when illuminated by a reader's energising eld. In such a system the reader is complex because it provides the frequency stability, the energy of the system, and the receiver selectivity t o receive the weak return communications, but the tags are very cheap. This is ideal for the situations where there is one reader and many i n terchangeable tags.
Session initialisation and operation. If we build reader capabilities into the eWallet, then we can initiate a session with the eWallet so that it uses a particular transponder. This would involve telling the eWallet to accept a new transponder (perhaps by e n tering a password 2 ). The eWallet would subsequently broadcast a query to which the nearby transponder would respond with its serial number.
Subsequent u s e o f the wallet would involve the eWallet broadcasting a query and waiting for the expected serial numbertobe returned.
For this rst system, we esh out the protocol with an example of its intended usage. Since usage is intended to beidentical for all four systems, we outline only the basic protocol in the description of the subsequent systems.
Session initialisation.
1 A transponder which has the random and unique serial numberS is placed near (or plugged into) the eWallet.
2 The eWallet is told to accept a new transponder by entering a password.
3 The eWallet broadcasts a query and receives the value S from the nearby transponder, which it commits to memory.
4 The transponder is dropped into an inside pocket and the eWallet is taken shopping.
Operation.
1 The user initiates a SET transaction with their eWallet. When, as part of the SET protocol, the eWallet is expected to send order and payment information to the merchant, it rst broadcasts a query to the transponder and veri es that it returns the value S. The SET protocol is then resumed and order and payment information are sent to the merchant.
4 The eWallet, before it sends order and payment information, rst broadcasts a query. Since the transponder is still in the user's pocket and out of range, the eWallet cannot get the return value S and therefore aborts the transaction.
5 The witch puts a curse on the user instead.
E ciency and security of a passive transponder. This system of using a passive transponder is ine ective against a more sophisticated adversary. If the witch in the previous example had her own receiver, then it could have a l s o p i c ked up the return value from the transponder and the return signal of the could easily be spoofed. Thus, this system provides protection against a casual attacker. But note that it is at least as good as using a password. If a password were entered, the witch might b e a b l e t o o b s e r v e w h a t w as entered, either by carefully watching the user, using a hidden camera or else referring to her crystal ball.
Another way around the transponder check is to hack the software within the eWallet itself. Modifying the software to ignore the results of an authentication check, while beyond the abilities of a casual computer user, is easy for a specialist with the right tools. However, how di cult it is to make this modi cation on a handheld computer depends to a large extent on the implementation of the device. Thus, although it is possible to subvert the transponder in this manner, it is unknown whether it will become common practice.
This system o ers the user the equivalent of password protection, whilst signi cantly increasing the useability and e ciency of entering authentication information into their eWallet. It is not trivial for a thief to force the wallet to perform a transaction in the absence of the user (and the transponder).
Moreover, the transponder is certainly disposable | such a device should cost less than U.S. $1.
SYSTEM 2: A TRANSPONDER WITH MEMORY
Assume that the transponder can store an array o f h a s h v alues.
As an example, assume that the transponder can store 10,000 160-bit hash values in an array R 0] R 9999] and can retrieve and transmit any of these values on demand.
Session initialisation.
1 The eWallet is brought within range of the user's transponder (and out of range of any other transponders) or else, more securely, the transponder is plugged into the eWallet. The user enters their PIN into the eWallet to authorise transfer of authorisation responsibilities from themselves to the transponder.
2 The eWallet generates a secret, random key k.
3 The eWallet generates H(k 0) H(k 1) H(k 9999) and transmits these values to the transponder where they are stored in the array.
Operation. The eWallet wants authorisation to make a transaction.
1 The eWallet requests R j] from the transponder. It checks that R j] = H(k j). 2 The next time it wants authorisation, it requests R j + 1].
EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY OF A TRANSPONDER WITH MEMORY
This system, if implemented carefully, is computationally secure. However, the transponder clearly must not transmit any values more than once. Enforcing this, especially when in an environment where many eWallets are requesting values of R j] could result in the transponder rapidly running out of values. In this case, the transponder needs to bè recharged' with new hash values based on a new key k new . There are a n umberofways to reduce the danger of`running out' of responses | the transponder could begiven a value which the eWallet must use to precede any request for a hash value, but this would do nothing to stop a denial-of-service attack.
Race conditions might d e v elop if several eWallets are up to the same R j +1] value, and are all requesting authorisation. This might result in the other eWallets accidentally and repeatedly using up the hash values stored in foreign transponders. Assuming that the hash function being used is SHA-1, then if the transponder has an array of size M, then the amount of data that needs to be transferred during setup is 160 M bits. During a transaction, only log 2 M + 160 bits need to be transferred.
Finally, performing a hash in hardware is made slightly simpler because the data that is beinghashed is known to beless than 448 bits. Thus SHA-1 will treat this as a single`block' of data. The hardware will not have to cope with producing hashes for data of arbitrary length.
SYSTEM 3: A TRANSPONDER WHICH CAN PERFORM H
In this model, we give the transponder slightly more computational power by giving it the capacity to perform H. We use the secret prex technique developed by the Internet Security and Privacy Working Group (SPWG) for use in the Simple Network Management Protocol (Galvin et al., 1991) .
Session initialisation.
1 The eWallet is brought within range of the user's transponder (and out of range of any other transponders) or else physically connected. The user enters their PIN into the eWallet to authorise transfer of authorisation responsibilities from themselves to the transponder.
2 The eWallet generates a random key k, which it sends to the transponder.
1 The eWallet generates a random number r, transmits it to the transponder and also generates H(k r). 2 The transponder computes H(k r) and transmits this back to the host. 3 The eWallet checks that the received value of the hash agrees with the hash that it calculated itself, and proceeds with the transaction if this is true.
EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY OF AN ACTIVE TRANSPONDER
Unlike the passive system, this system will never`run out' of replies, though the complexity of performing the hash will probably require a 4-or 8-bit microcontroller and an on-board power supply. E cient a n d low-power wireless communication might be accomplished with a COTS technology such as Bluetooth (Bluetooth, 1999) .
When using this secret pre x system, then so long as the key is padded to the block size of the hash function being used, then the rst block o f the hash can be precomputed and the chaining variables remembered so that you have a kind of initialisation vector (Tsudik, 1992) .
Since the key needs to be transmitted to the transponder, this must be performed in a secure fashion. A simple way to enforce this is to require that the transponder be physically connected to the eWallet in order to transfer the key.
The amount of data that needs to be transferred is quite minimal at log 2 k + 160 bits.
SYSTEM 4: A TRANSPONDER THAT CAN PERFORM MODULAR ARITHMETIC
Modular arithmetic allows a third tier of security. Once we h a ve this kind of computational power, cryptographic authentication protocols such as Schnorr, Fiat-Shamir or Guillou-Quisquater become available for use. We c hose to use Schnorr in our example because of its low communications overhead and because it keeps computation to a minimum for the transponder.
Variations on using Schnorr identi cation.
Traditionally, Schnorr identi cation requires a trusted authority ( T A). This is so that Alice might identify herself to Bob, even if Bob has never met Alice before (but Bob trusts the TA). The corresponding analogy with our system is that the eWallet would never have gone through the setup process with a particular transponder, so a question is: who takes on the role of the TA?
Since the eWallet and transponder are both owned and trusted by the user, then the eWallet might as well be its own TA. In this case, the eWallet can also choose (and subsequently`forget') the secret that the transponder will use to identify itself as well as precomputing the accompanying modular exponentiations (which is what is done in the system below). In this case, the only arithmetic that the transponder must perform in response to an identi cation request is a modular addition and a modular multiplication. This is a very modest amount of computation.
In the system below, we use the eWallet to precompute the modular exponentiations, because we assume that the eWallet to have more computational power available. However, this once again leaves the transponder with the unattractive prospect of`running out' of replies. If the transponder has the silicon and power to perform modular exponentiation, then it can use its`idle time' to precompute its own values.
A potential weakness with parasitic authentication in general is that if an attacker who gets hold of the wallet can guess the password used to delegate authority to the transponder, then they can replace the original transponder with one of their own. If the TA w as really a trusted third party ( s u c h as the user's bank) as Schnorr originally intended, then this danger would be reduced, since an attacker would have to get hold of a transponder that was signed by the user's bank.
Again the downside is that transponder needs to be signi cantly more complex: it must be able to generate random numbers,aswell as perform modular exponentiations. There is also added inconvenience to the user if they lose their transponder, since a replacement m ust be signed by the bank.
Session initialisation. Operation. The eWallet wants authorisation to make a transaction.
1 The eWallet broadcasts a query to the transponder for identi cation information.
2 The transponder sends the eWallet s and i (where i = 1 following the setup process).
3 The eWallet veri es ver TA (s) = true and that the s is the correct s used to initiate the session. 4 The eWallet chooses a random numberr, 1 r 2 t and transmits it to the transponder.
5 The transponder computes y = k i + ar mod q and sends y to the eWallet (and increments i).
6 The eWallet veri es that y v r mod p. If the congruence holds, the eWallet goes ahead with the transaction.
Note that we h a ve u s e d t h e T A to precompute values of i so that the transponder does not have to perform a modular exponentiation.
E ciency and security of transponders that can perform modular arithmetic.
The steps are very similar to issuing a certicate in the Schnorr identi cation protocol, but we don't require that the transponder keep its ID numbera secret from the trusted authority. The TA could theoretically impersonate the transponder, but this makes no sense in our context since the user trusts both devices. An attacker might extract the secret a from the eWallet, but if they can do that, then the might as well just hack the eWallet so that it ignores invalid responses from the transponder.
An eavesdropper on the communications between the transponder and eWallet gains nothing that will help them impersonate the transponder.
This more complicated transponder | needing a power supply, wireless communication capabilities, memory and some computational capabilities | will be more expensive (and less disposable) than the passive device. However, as discussed above, the Schnorr protocol leaves us with several implementation options.
The communication overhead is larger than the previous systems. The values that need to be transmitted 4 during the operation phase are , r and y. If we use DSS for the signature, as suggested, then + r + y = 512 + 40 + 160 = 712 bits.
DISCUSSION
All of these protocols are vulnerable in the sense that, if an attacker were to reverse-engineer the eWallet, she could force the eWallet to ignore the result of the identi cation check and make the transaction anyway.
The merchant could be included in the protocol. Then, we could share a secret between the eWallet and the transponder such that the merchant could verify the signature. However, this assumes that the merchant is honest, which is not a wise assumption to make. Even if the merchant w ere trusted, then this type of protocol would still involve public-key computations, which are presently computationally expensive. Even our nal protocol only needed to compute a modular addition and multiplication | the rest could be precomputed.
In order to keep the transponder cheap, low power and small, one of our design criteria was to avoid the use of expensive cryptographic operations (remembering that computing a modular exponentiation is O(n 2 ) in hardware (Shand and Vuillemin, 1993) ), thus, we have not o ered a protocol involving the merchant.
It is worth remembering that reverse-engineering the eWallet is a technically demanding task which far exceeds in complexity of the`observe password then swipe the eWallet' attack. The eWallet is still vulnerable, but it is much more secure than if passwords were used, and, perhaps even more importantly, it is extremely user-friendly with its authentication.
CONCLUSION
Although the eWallet holds much promise in the marketplace, key issues such as useability h a ve hindered its adoption. We have proposed a device and speci ed some novel uses of existing protocols which s h o u l d address some crucial useability and security issues related to using a portable eWallet. 
